Welcome back to the age of reason. Ithaca seating has a classic shape built around an old-fashioned ideal—value. The sophisticated task and guest chairs use thick contoured foam to create a luxurious seating experience at a responsible price.

Lest you think luxury comes at the expense of fit, look no further than the Ithaca Task Chair. A soft sit and expansive back may make it appear well suited for managerial environments, but it’s Ithaca’s bevy of adjustable features that have earned it a place at the table.

Seat height, depth, and back height can all be adjusted while the chair is in use. An integral ratchet mechanism controls the back height, while an optional seat slider controls the seat depth.

Ithaca seating also offers a variety of adjustable arm options. In addition to fixed and adjustable loop arms, JR39 and KR200M adjustable T-arms, break-away T-arms and 4D arms are available.

Ithaca’s motion is controlled by a back-angle lock lever, which unlocks to allow synchronous free-float reclining.
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Adjust Ithaca’s back height by simply raising or lowering the back to the desired height.

4D arms (JR69) are width- and height-adjustable. They also contain arms caps that can be moved front-to-back, side-to-side, and pivoted to find a perfect fit.

Customize the chair’s seat tilt tension with a turn of the tension knob.

Ithaca offers a stylish, fixed loop arm option (KMETER) available in black poly.
Ithaca Stool

Much like the task chair, the Ithaca Stool has a classic look and luxurious feel with a responsible bottom line. Also responsible is Ithaca’s approach to safety. The stool’s oversized five-star base is just the beginning. It also boasts a turn-lock foot ring, which can be set easily and solidly to help users maintain neutral posture.

The stool’s reclinable mechanism also improves its stability. Unlike the task chair, the stool does not have a free float function. However, it does contain a back lock, which can be engaged to set and maintain the back’s angle securely in an infinite number of positions.

The Ithaca Stool also shares the task chair’s six arm options and adjustable features including back height, seat height, and optional seat depth. The entire line also shares another practical option; the durable poly back shroud.

With its sophistication, practicality, adjustability, and focus on value the Ithaca seating line isn’t for everyone. Luckily you aren’t just anyone.